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DME Students interact with
Canadian filmmaker in a
session organised by
Australian University

Australia and India come close academically

DME Media School gets access
to LIVE special lectures of
Deakin University

Priyanka Naithani

Cinema enthusiasts and students of lm appreciation
from DME Media School, attended a scholastic guest
lecture by noted Canadian lmmaker and
Photojournalist Dilip Mehta, organised by Deakin
University, Melbourne, Australia on 11 August, 2020.
This session was organised at the behest of Dr Vikrant
Kishore, Course Director – Film, Television &
Animation, School of Communications and Creative
Arts, Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia.
The session steered by Mr Mehta, saw a realistic
discussion on the art of lmmaking and storytelling. Mr
Mehta in his characteristic style dismissed certain
unrealistic expectations and stereotypes revolving
around lmmaking and remarked that, “cinema can
be the mirror of reality or a portal to utopia and it
depends on the lmmaker what they want to put
forward”.
Sharing his experience from his latest projectbiography on former adult star Sunny Leone, Mr
Mehta said, “Documentaries should be made as
realistic as possible; they should be about the real
story and not a medium to white-wash someone's
character.”
Various relevant queries and discussions were raised
by the participants about storytelling and
cinematography. Shubham Mandal and Ayush Goyal,
students from DME Media School, also cleared their
doubts related to documentary lmmaking and the
industry.

Dr Vikrant Kishore

Dr Ambrish Saxena

Students of DME Media School have got the privileged
access to special academic sessions being organised by
Deakin University, Melbourne, Australia. As part of this
collaboration the rst special lecture was taken by
Indian-Canadian lmmaker Dilip Mehta on August 11,
2020.
This unique collaboration is accredited to Dr Vikrant
Kishore, Course Director – Film, Television & Animation,
School of Communications and Creative Arts, Faculty of
Arts and Education, Deakin University, Melbourne,
Australia at the initiative of Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean,
DME Media School and Director of DME Studios and
Production, Delhi Metropolitan Education, Guru Gobind
Singh Indraprastha University, New Delhi, India.
The session proved to a fruitful for all the movie buffs and
aspiring lmmakers. Ms Manmeet Kaur and Ms
Yashasvika Yadav, Assistant Professors at DME Media
School, coordinated with the students and sensitised them
academically for making optimum use of this session. Prof.
(Dr) Susmita Bala, Head, DME Media School, had the
gracious presence in this session.

BG Verghese Lecture of August 2020

Renowned Director Ashwini
Chaudhary discusses
film-making before and
after COVID-19
Shiv Dhawan
On August 20, DME Media School resumed its monthly
B.G. Verghese lecture series, a programme where
eminent guests from the media industry are invited to
speak on various subjects to enlighten the students.
Adapting to the paradigm shift caused by the pandemic,
the lecture was conducted in online mode where
renowned lm director and writer - Mr Ashwini
Chaudhary shared his insights on 'Film-making before
and after COVID-19: A Director's Perspective'.
Having directed many popular Bollywood movies and
television shows, Mr Chaudhary apprised the viewers of
the technicalities of lm-making and the challenges that
the industry is facing amidst the lockdown. He initiated the
lecture by claiming that the world of cinema is going to
change drastically in the coming time with the surge in
OTT content consumption in the last few months.
“People won't like to see lms which are dark; lmmakers
will have to look for inspiring and happy stories”, said Mr
Ashwini while asserting that the viewers would prefer to
watch happy lms in the post COVID era.
He also talked about the positive change in Indian cinema
and said, “In India, we enjoy working with bigger units,
we have ignored health conditions while shooting our
lms in India. It will take time for the Indian industry to
revive”.
Before concluding the session, Mr Chaudhary answered
several queries of the students in a Q&A round and

suggested them to work hard and hone their skills. The
session provided aspiring lm makers and media students
with a fresh perspective of the entertainment industry.
Prof. (Dr) Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School,
introduced the subject by adding that there could be no
better person than Mr Ashwini Chaudhary to speak on the
impact of COVID- 19 on lm-making. Prof. (Dr) Susmita
Bala, Head, DME Media School, also expressed her views
on the topic while referring to the lms made by Mr
Chaudhary.
Ms Manmeet Kaur, Assistant Professor, welcomed the
speaker and apprised everybody with the achievements of
Mr Ashwini Chaudhary. Ms Yashasvika Yadav moderated
the session and put forth pertinent questions while
accommodating students' questions as well.

DME Media School presents
Series of Special Lectures on
Journalism & Mass Communication

B.G. Verghese

Lecture Series

Filmmaking
before and after
COVID-19:
A Director's
Perspective
August 20

2.45 pm

Speaker:

Mr Ashwini Chaudhary
Bollywood Film Director
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We Inquisitive- A Media School Inititative
DME Media School has started two Whatsapp groups for the ongoing batches to keep them updated with the pressing issues of the world around them.
The content shared by the Dean, Head and the Program Leaders on these groups, is targeted to ignite and enkindle the analytical faculties of the students.

Impeccable Bond 2020
With a heavy heart, DME Media School bids
farewell to 2017 batch
Anish Narda
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batch of 2017-20
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28
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DME Media School organised a Virtual Farewell Party
– 'Impeccable Bond 2020' to celebrate the graduation
of the batch of 2017-20 on August 28, 2020. This
event was put together by the faculty and juniors for
the outgoing batch to bid them adieu with a heavy
heart.
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School,
greeted the students with some warm words of
encouragement while motivating them to work hard
to achieve great heights. Dr Susmita Bala, Head,
DME Media School, showered her blessings on the
outgoing batch and asked them to always stay in
touch. Dr Ravi Kant Swami, Director, DME, expressed
hope that the graduating students will create their
own space while meeting the challenges posed by
COVID- 19.
Following the heartfelt greetings, the farewell party
introduced dance and singing performances. The
much awaited title distribution segment upped the
ante of the event wherein each student of the
outgoing batch was given a name tag which

5.30
PM

highlighted their strongest trait.
An AV showcasing the messages of teachers and
students, sharing their experience with the outgoing batch
was also played during the function. The juniors
articulated their love for their seniors and thanked them
for being wonderful. The teachers shared how special the
batch has been to them and provided some advice for
their future.
Few students of the outgoing batch were called upon to
speak about their college experience. The students,
although emotional, expressed their delight over the
amazing farewell. They conveyed their gratitude for
teachers and lovely juniors.
Ms Sanchita Chakraborty, Assistant Professor, played a
key role in organising the farewell function. Ms Manmeet
Kaur, Assistant Professor, wished a good luck to the
students of outgoing batch.
With all said and done, everyone promised that this was
not a goodbye, but a see-you-later while always
maintaining an impeccable bond.
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DME Media School
presents

Ch a t sh o w w ith t h e Dea n

face

face
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Trust Series

A web series with real characters
Dr Ambrish Saxena
Professor and Dean
DME Media School
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face2face, Episode: 9
Yashika Aggarwal

The ninth episode of a first-of-its-kind
initiative by DME Media School –
'Face2Face', took place on August 17,
2020. This 'Chat Show' with Dr Ambrish
Saxena, Dean DME Media School allow
students to have an informal conversation
with him and share their thoughts.
The participants for the episode were Karan
Malhotra (outgoing batch), Shinjini Tripathi
(third year) and Ayushi Verma (second
year). They talked about their hobbies,
passion, friends and family.
Karan spoke about his keen interest in film
making and how he collaborated with a UK
boxing league for a significant project.

Ayushi stated her interest in diverse fields Concluding the session, Dr Saxena extended
like painting, drawing and singing spiritual a vote of thanks to the students and the
songs. Shinjini expressed her interest in
organising team of the show.
Korean drama, reading and voice-overs.
The participants talked about their close
relationship with parents and friends. They
also acknowledged the immense role of
mentors in shaping their current
personality.
Talking about aspirations, Ayushi aimed to
be a lawyer and running an NGO as her
ultimate goal. Shinjini announced that she
desires to work on the field, while Karan
expressed his short-term intention to
explore and travel.

face2face, Episode: 10
Kausik Das
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The tenth episode of 'Face2Face' of DME
Media School featured –Shivam
Ganeriwala (outgoing batch), Manvi
Srivastava (third year) and Priya Yadav
(second year) having a chit-chat with Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School
on August 18, 2020
Shivam talked about his passion for
photography and fast-growing interest in
event management. He expressed his
gratitude for a supportive family, who
backed his dream of pursuing photography.
He mentioned a stark desire to become a
successful event manager.
Manvi, who is known for her interest in

dancing, revealed that she has a greater vote of thanks to all participants and
love for modelling. She expressed a never- organising members of Face2Face.
die hunger for improvement as she aspires
to learn new skills and grow as an
individual.
Priya conveyed her inclination towards
advertising and graphic designing. She
talked about having a few but great friends.
She also filled-in everyone on a challenging
period when her family got affected by
COVID-19. Her recovery and courage during
the uncertain phase were appreciated by
the Dean.
Dr Saxena concluded the session with a

face2face, Episode: 11
Aditi Srivastava

The 'Face2Face' Trust Series, a candid chat
show with Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME
Media School, presented its 11th episode on
August 19, 2020. The participants for the
session were – Priya (outgoing batch),
Shubham Mandal (third year) and Ayesha
Sultan (second year).
The students interacted with Dr Saxena, Dean
DME Media School and shared their passions,
ambitions and experience. They appreciated the
friendly and prompting environment at DME.
Priya said that she is passionate about
anchoring and content writing. She mentioned
that she also likes to write poetry and has an
admiration for classical music.

Shubham, a versatile student with the know- faculty members behind the working of the
how of many subjects, mentioned that his
show.
greatest passion lies in video editing,
designing and film production. He talked about
his endeavours for the theatre and radio
societies of DME. He expressed his eagerness to
learn more to be a master of all fields.
Ayesha, who aspires to be a TV News anchor,
talked about maintaining a bright and robust
personality. She expressed her interest in sports
and revealed that she has a silver medal in
Judo.
The episode concluded with warm regards from
Dr Saxena to all participants present and all

face2face, Episode: 12
Shreya Jha

In the twelfth episode of 'Face2Face', Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School had
a lively interaction with three students. The
participants for the session on August 20,
2020 were – Robin Shukla (DME alumni),
Muskan Bakshi (third year) and Aditi Katyal
(second year).
Dr Saxena began the show by asking the
students about their hobbies, passion and
ambitions. Robin said that he wants to start his
own construction business. Muskan talked
about her keen interest in dancing and her love
for Turkish dramas. Aditi shared that she is
passionate about anchoring and theatre.

The students also showcased their talents live In the end, Dr Saxena extended a vote of thanks
to all the participants and organising team
on the show. Muskan mimicked a cartoon
character, while Aditi performed a short-acting members of the show.
skit.
Talking about friends and faculty, the
participants mentioned that the environment of
DME has been like home. Students talked
about how their parents have been
instrumental in their journey of life so far.
Dr Saxena concluded the episode with a
question on the students' future plans. Robin
showed his interest to learn journalism further,
while Muskan and Aditi
plan to wait and decide their next move.

face2face, Episode: 13
Preyensha Srivastava
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DME Media School featured Praveen Kumar
(outgoing batch), Ishita Tadiyal (third year)
and Bhawna Sukhija (second year) in the 13th
episode of 'Face2Face' on August 21, 2020.
The students had a candid conversation with Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School on
a variety of topics.
The show commenced with Praveen expressing
his passion for music. He shared glimpses of
his talent by singing a song for the viewers. He
also spoke about his family and the relentless
support he received from them throughout the
various phases of his life. Ishita spoke about

her ability to learn and explore new things.
members. Dr Saxena wished good luck to the
She talked about her interest in the field of
students as he ended the episode with a vote of
digital marketing and displayed gratitude
thanks.
towards her family for being supportive. She
wishes to learn and explore as much as she
can.
Bhawna talked about her inclination towards
anchoring. She named journalist Anjana Om
Kashyap as the anchor she follows. She also
expressed her interest in singing and thanked
her father for being the most supportive person
in her life.
All the students heaped praise for the faculty

face2face, Episode: 14
Prerna Kandpal

DME Media School invited Aabhas Singh
(outgoing batch), Rimjhim Dubey (third year) and
Ishika Sharma (second year) for the 14th episode
of 'Face2Face' for an informal conversation with
Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School on
August 24, 2020.
Dr Saxena talked to the students about their
passions, career-aspirations and personal collegelife experiences.
Aabhas, being an individual interested in
bodybuilding, talked about how he got the idea
for bodybuilding and how he keeps himself in
shape. He also spoke about his hobby of painting
which he started in school.

Rimjhim shared her ambition of becoming an
anchor. She also expressed her desire to open her
news channel where she would cover such news
which is not seen in mainstream media.
Ishika talked about her interests in TV production.
Talking about her family, she expressed immense
gratitude for the support she receives from them.
The students further mentioned that they are
grateful for the continuous support they receive
from their friends and the faculty of DME.
The episode concluded with a vote of thanks
delivered by Dr Saxena to all the participants and
faculty involved in making the show a big hit.

face2face, Episode: 15

Khushi Nagpal
DME Media School presented the 15th episode of
'Face2Face' trust series on August 25, 2020inviting Adarsh Sharma (outgoing batch), Mithi
Singh (third year) and Shreya Jha (second year)
for a chit-chat with Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean
Media School.
Following the conventional approach, the chat
began with the senior-most student. Adarsh spoke
about his interest in the field of cinema. He told
the viewers about the films that he has watched to
understand the art of writing.
Mithi expressed her desire to own a PR agency

and talked about exploring herself in different
fields. She mentioned various competitions in
which she participated in the two years of her
college life.
Shreya highlighted her love for dancing, reading
and theatre. She narrated details of the theatre
competitions she has attended in the last year as
part of DME's theatre society 'Taabir'.
The show concluded as the three students
expressed their gratitude towards Dr Saxena and
the faculty members for providing them with
various opportunities.

face2face, Episode: 16
Aditi Srivastava
The 16th episode of 'Face2Face' trust series,
witnessed the presence of Saket Tejaswi (outgoing
batch), Geetanjali Yadav (Third year) and Shriya
Singh (second year) on August 26, 2020. They
interacted with Dr Ambrish Saxena, Dean DME
Media School and talked about their ambitions,
interests and experience at DME.
Saket, an aspiring news anchor who also runs a
YouTube channel called 'Sateek Baat', spoke about
his hobbies and fondness for creative art such as

Politoons, caricatures and sketches. Geetanjali
expressed her affection for literature and showed
keen interest in different forms of dance like
Kathak. First-year student Shriya Singh shared her
knowledge on various novels and planned to
polish her communication skills through numerous
opportunities at DME.
The Dean then concluded the session with his final
remarks and motivated the students to work hard
and prosper in life.

face2face, Episode: 17
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Shreya Jha
DME Media School presented the 17th episode of
'Face2Face' trust series on August 27, 2020. It
was joined by Smridhi Uppal (outgoing batch),
Anirudh Das (third year) and Deepanshi Uppal
(second year). They had a candid chit-chat with Dr
Ambrish Saxena, Dean DME Media School.
Smridhi talked about her passion for writing and
expressed her interest in theatre and drama. She
revealed her aspirations of becoming the editor of
a newspaper or a news channel.
Anirudh spoke about his endearment for music

and displayed his vast knowledge of different
instruments. He also showcased his talent by
playing a song which enthralled the viewers.
Deepanshi shared details about her keen interest
in the field of design and graphics and
appreciated the faculty members for their support
and motivation. She also thanked her family for
their unwavering support and motivation.
Dr Saxena expressed his gratitude towards the
faculty as he concluded the show.

Research Day observed by RIM

DME Media School felicitates
budding student researchers
Yukta Prakash
As part of Research Day activity, Research and Innovation
in Media – RIM organised a virtual event to encourage
and felicitate nine students of the school who have been
showing afnity towards academic research. The event
was organised on August 25, 2020 through digital
platform - Zoom. RIM is a research centre set up under
DME Media School to encourage research among the
faculty members and the students.
The session started with an introduction of the students
who wrote and presented research papers during the
recently held 10-day Digital Live International Conference
– ICAN3 organised by DME Media School. An
introductory AV was produced by Mr Sumantra Sarathi
Das, Assistant Professor in DME Media School.
Prof. (Dr) Susmita Bala, Head, DME Media School
addressed the participants by acknowledging the efforts
of the students. She said, “Research is an essential activity
in DME Media School and we put a lot of emphasis on
it.”
Next, each of the nine students presented their papers
and talked about their learning and the experience which
they gained during the entire process.
Mr Pramod Kumar Pandey, Assistant Professor and
Member of RIM, briefed about this centre and the
activities conducted under its banner. He also mentioned
about DME Media School's new initiative–'MediaSpace:
DME Journal of Communication', which is dedicated
towards publishing and documenting quality research.

Other two members of RIM, Ms Krishna Pandey and Ms
Manmeet Kaur also expressed their commitment for
developing research orientation among the students.
Prof. (Dr) Ambrish Saxena, Dean, DME Media School, said
that research must be an essential component in media
academics and DME Media School is determined to infuse
research culture among its teachers and the students. The
session was conducted by Ms Sukriti Arora, Assistant
Professor, DME Media School.
The students who participated in the Research Day Activity
Mr Shiv Dhawan, Ms Nidhi Sahai, Ms Somya Bhaskar,
Ms Jenitta Sabu, Ms Mitasha Guglani, Ms Mithi Singh,
Mr Adarsh Sharma, Ms Riya Yadav, Mr Hardik Dogra
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